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Abstract— Multi-human tracking in the crowded environ-
ment is a challenging problem due to occlusions, pose change,
viewpoint variation and cluttered background. In this work,
we propose a robust feature learning for tracking-by-detection
methods based on second-order attention network that can
capture higher-order relationships between salient features at
the early stages of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN).
Guided Second-Order Attention Network (GSAN) that, unlike
the existing attention learning methods which are weakly-
supervised, uses a supervisory signal based on the quality
of the self-learned attention maps. More specifically, GSAN
looks into the attended maps of a person having the highest
confidence and supervise itself to look into the correct regions
in the images of the person. Attention maps learned this way
are spatially aligned and thus robust to camera-view changes
and body pose variations. We verify the effectiveness of our
approach by comparing with the state-of-the-art methods on
challenging person re-identification and multi object tracking
(MOT) datasets.

I. INTRODUCTION

Autonomous robotic navigation in less-crowded or at well
structured space is considered as a well-solved problem
nowadays, thanks to the substantial research efforts in the
last decades. Within a pre-mapped environment, modern path
planning algorithms such as [1], [2] are able to drive the
robot to an arbitrary goal position in the map. Although
these planners enable the robots to avoid objects along their
navigation path, those objects are usually assumed to be static
and few planners exist. As a result, creating a collision-free
path in a cluttered environment with a number of dynamic
objects, especially a crowd of moving pedestrians, is still
challenging task.

With the understanding of how people move and the
ability to predict where they are likely to go in the fol-
lowing instants, new generation of autonomous system will
augment its navigation behaviours in more crowded areas;
avoid collision with moving people, follow their masters
and escape from extreme crowded spaces. Considering this,
tracking and predicting the motion of dynamic objects (e.g.
pedestrian) from a robot perspective is a vital step to allow
autonomous robot to operate in environments like hospitals,
subway stations, and shopping malls. Such a problem can be
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Fig. 1: Illustration of detection association using our proposed
model. From top to bottom, bounding box detections at frame
t − 1 and correctly associated bounding box detections at frame
t. The corresponding appearance Sa and motion affinity Sm values
ranges between 0− 1 (0 represent lowest similarity and 1 highest
similarity).

referred as multi-object tracking (MOT), where the goal is to
estimate the location of all interested objects in a video and
maintain their identities consistently such that an individual
trajectory can be associated to each particular object. An
intuitive way to address the MOT problem is to leverage the
previous research achievements for single object tracking.
Those visual trackers, based on discriminative appearance
features learned either by correlation filters [3] or from
deep convolution neural networks (CNNs) [4], have been
designed to track a pre-identified template by examining
the correlative similarity between two consecutive frames. In
crowded environments, appearance variability due to group
interactions, occlusions, illumination changes and similar
looking pedestrians make the appearance model unreliable
in tracking objects frame by frames.

Recently, tracking-by-detection approach has emerged as
the preferred methods. These methods simplify the multi-
object tracking into two steps: first, localize the targets
independently at each frames using bounding boxes (de-
tections), and secondly, perform association between the
bounding boxes over consecutive frames yielding a trajectory
for all tracked identities. Usually, a similarity metric based
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on the appearance and motion of the tracked target is used
to make the association decision. Although this approach
appears to be straightforward, the tracking performance is
largely influenced by the quality of object detectors i.e. false
positives, inaccurate estimation of the bounding box etc.
and the ability of the association methods to handle similar
looking identities, occlusions, variation in view-points, pose
changes and background clutter.

Based on the fact that identities having very similar
appearances have distinct attributes i.e. carry bag, tee shirt
logo, watch, shoes etc. that can uniquely identify them in
the crowds, we propose a Guided Second-order Attention
Network (GSAN) to learn such fine-grained salient features
of the pedestrians. The advantages of the proposed approach
is two-fold. First, GSAN utilizes the supervisory signal to
guide the attention learning process in contrast to weakly-
supervised approaches [5], [6], [7]. The supervisory signal
allows the attention network to determine where to look
into the image regions for the salient features of the person.
Second, given the fact that the earlier stages of CNN like
ResNet [8] have higher spatial relationships among the
features, which are usually ignored by the current attention
models, the proposed approach capture this higher-order
statistics via a second-order attention module. Higher-order
relationships plays crucial role in distinguishing pedestrians
having similar appearances by capturing subtle differences
between visual parts [7].

The GSAN typically produces visual attention maps that
highlights the image regions having discriminative features.
An evaluation network checks the quality of the current at-
tention maps based on the confidence scores of the predicted
ground truth labels. The confidence scores indicates whether
the attended features are able to lead to any improvement
in the prediction accuracy. When the attentions are incor-
rectly aligned, i.e. decrease in confidences, the evaluation
network generates a supervisory signal to guide the attention
network to look into the correct regions. More specifically,
the evaluator computes the squared distance between the
lowest confidence attentions maps and the attention maps
having the highest confidence score. The difference, when
back-propagated, allows the attention network to correct it’s
mistakes and adapt to generate accurate attention maps.
Using such strategy to train attention models, the learned
attention maps are invariant to body pose and camera view
as the visual parts are spatially aligned by the GSAN.
We validate the effectiveness of our approach in popular
benchmarks including Market-1501 and MOT challenges.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Tracking-by-Detection

In tracking-by-detection framework, detections generated
by a object detector at different frames are linked with the
correct targets over time yielding a set of trajectories of all
targets. The detections assignment is often formulated as
global optimization problem and solved by graphical model
where each node represent a detection and edges connect
detections across frames. The aim is to find disjoint paths

by minimizing cost [9] or maximizing flow [10]. While
the generated paths do not overlap or merge, it require
careful measures to handle overlapping detections per person
which occur frequently in object detectors. The advancement
in deep feature learning [8] and rapid growth in object
detector’s performances beyond human level have created
new opportunities [11]. Traditional methods like [12] are
revisited in a tracking-by-detection scenario [13] and is
promising direction for multi-object tracking.

B. Appearance Models and Re-identification
Appearance model aims to extract the target specific visual

features, usually color features, that are re-identified or
associated at different frames maintaining a track for each
target. A robust pairwise similarity cost matrix is either
build or learned from visual features to solve the data
association problem [13], [14], [15]. In [13], [14], near-online
data association utilizing target specific feature from CNN
features is proposed. The data association can be learned by
directly from visual features as in [15].

The current state of the art in person re-identification relies
on deeply learned features from static images [16], [17], [18].
[16] proposes camera-invariant descriptor to address image
style variations caused by different cameras. [17] divide the
spatial region of the feature maps into 6-parts followed by
part classifier, [18] proposes negative hard sample mining
with triplet loss that minimize distance between positive
pairs while pushing the negative pairs away. [19] proposed
to use adaptive weighted triplet loss of [18] in the context of
multi-camera tracking. In [20], state-aware re-identification
features like occlusion status and orientation information are
utilized in Re-ID model. [21] design and train deep networks
for re-identifying persons later used for associating person
hypotheses. Moreover, [5], [6] exploits spatial attention and
temporal attention to deal with pose variations, body-part
occlusions, and misaligned detections.

C. Motion Models and Trajectory Prediction
Several works on multi-target tracking make use of motion

information to gain performances improvement. The most
common information is the velocity of pedestrians that is
considered either constant [22] or expressed with more
elaborative Social Force Model [23]. The constant veloc-
ity models assumes that all pedestrians maintain linear fix
velocity independently while the latter assumes that motion
of each pedestrians is influenced by the interaction among
subjects and their final destination. [24] [25] exploit deep
learning to learn such interactions, [24] proposed to use
single LSTM per pedestrian for learning motion behaviour
and the interaction among pedestrians. The model is further
extended to include interaction between environment and
pedestrians in [25].

III. OUR APPROACH

A. Global Discriminative Deep Feature Learning
In the context of MOT, the visual features of pedestrians

are largely influenced by occlusions, camera viewing condi-
tion and appearance characteristics of the person. To mitigate
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Fig. 2: An overview of our proposed approach for global and local features learning. The global branch, composed of global-average-
pooling(gap), batch-normalization(bn) and classifier, serves as supervision for learning the global features φ(I). The GSAN module is
responsible for identifying discriminative local features and can be placed at early stages of the ResNet50.

the adverse effects, first, we learn global discriminative
features of pedestrians using identity embedding, batch-hard
mining and data-augmentation. Denote the intermediate fea-
ture map of an image ψ(I) ∈ RW×H×C are obtained from
deep convolution neural network (CNN) such as ResNet50
[8]. The objective is to learn the discriminative visual feature
φ(I) ∈ RD from ψ(I);

φ(I) = φ(ψ(I)) = Wφψ(I) + bφ (1)

Given N images belonging to K persons, we employ an
identity loss over φ(I).

LID = − 1

N

N∑
n=1

K∑
k=1

yn,k log

(
exp(WT

k φ(In))∑K
k=1 exp(WT

k φ(In))

)
(2)

where yn,k = 1 if image In belongs to person k otherwise
yn,k = 0. Wk is the classifier parameter associated with the
kth person. The identity loss function essentially maximize
the likelihood of predicting the correct identity for each
training images.

The global features φ(I) is the projections of feature
space of all images onto the embedding space RD. We
want to ensure that the projected points of an image of a
specific identity is closer to all other images of the same
identity and further to any images of any other identity.
Thus, we implement batch hard triplet loss with hard sample

mining[18] as:

LT =

K∑
i=1

N∑
a=1

[
m+‖φ(Iia)−φ(Iip)‖22−‖ φ(Iia)−φ(Iin)‖22

]
+

(3)

where [.]+ indicates the function max(0, [.]), Iia is an image
(anchor) of an specific identity i, Iip is the images (posi-
tive) of the same identities, Iin is the images (negative) of
other identities in a mini batch, and m is the margin to
enhance discriminative ability of visual features. Note that,
the each mini-batch contains N images randomly sampled
from K identities. For faster convergence, an Iip (hardest
positive) is selected such that argmaxIip ‖φ(Iia) − φ(Iip) ‖22
, p = 1, . . . , N ′ and similarly Iin (hard negative) such
that argminIin ‖ φ(Iia) − φ(Ijn) ‖22, n = 1, . . . , N ′, j =
1, . . . ,K ′, j 6= i. Intuitively, batch hard triplets helps the
model to learn that similar looking images may belong to
different identity (hard negatives) and images of the same
person may appear differently (hard positives).

B. Local Feature Learning using Guided Second-order At-
tention Network

In person re-identification task, a set of unique or salient
features of a person are crucial and identifying such salient
features from a image of persons having similar geom-
etry and appearance is a challenging task. For instance,
to differentiate two persons, wearing similar clothes, it is
important to consider their discriminative features like color
of the clothes, type (e.g. full-sleeves, half-sleeves, shorts),
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additional accessories (e.g. hand bags, carry bags), body pose
and so on, which is difficult to notice even for human at first
sight.

The majority of research efforts on person re-identification
involves visual attention to extract salient features of an
person and enhance feature representation[26], [27], [5],
[28], [17], [6] . For example, [26], [27], directly locate
the salient sub-regions using an attention network. [5], [17]
proposes to integrate attention mechanisms to handle part
alignment issue.[6] extend attention to channel dimension
for refining feature representations. In addition, second-
order attention methods [28], [29] are proposed to learn the
higher order relationships in image spatial regions. Despite
the developments, visual attention networks in person ReID
cases still suffer several limitations. First, the visual attention
mechanism is usually trained in weakly-supervised manner
(i.e. no explicit labelling information is provided to identify
the region to attend), which mean the attention maps learned
this way are hardly corrected lacking discriminative ability
and robustness. Second, these commonly used attention
methods tend to capture only simple and coarse information
due to their inherent first-order nature, ignoring higher-
order statistical relationships of visual parts and the subtle
differences among pedestrians. More importantly, majority
of the works tend to apply attention at higher-level feature
maps that are abstract. As a result, discriminating features
of the person that can differentiate from other similar look-
ing persons are typically ignored by such visual attention
modules.

To overcome the aforementioned challenges and draw-
backs, this paper propose a novel attention mechanism with
two major improvement. First, we propose a second order
self-attention module to capture fine-grained salient features
and their second-order relationships at the early stages of
CNN. Second, we propose a novel approach to guide our
second-order self-attention module with a supervisory signal
without any additional labelling information. More specifi-
cally, we train a evaluation network with attention maps of
an image and use the output from the classifier to generate a
loss value. This value is transmitted to the attention module
using back-propagation for updating it’s internal states, such
that it improves the quality of the attention maps. With this
self-attention learning approach, the attention module can
efficiently determine where to attend, correct and adapt itself.

Let x ∈ Rw×h×c denote the feature map of an arbitrary
image I , where h× w is the spatial dimension and c is the
number of channels of the feature map. With efficiency in
mind, the channel dimension of x is reduced by a factor of r
with a 1×1 convolution filter. Further, the 2−dimensional
spatial maps is converted into single dimension yielding a
tensor x with size hw × c/r. The dimensionality reduction
factor r is an important hyperparameter that reflect the
amount of information pooled from the channel dimension to
compute the attention weights. In our experiment this value
is set to 2. The localization weights a for the feature maps

x is computed as

ai =
xiW1W

T
2 xTi∑N

n xnW1WT
2 xTn

, i = 1, . . . , N (4)

where Wj ∈ Rc/r×d, j = 1, 2 are learnable projection matri-
ces. If we re-write xW1W

T
2 xT as xΣxT where Σ = W1W

T
2

then the numerator of equation (4) represents covariance ma-
trix of x.Thus the attention weights a ∈ Rwh×wh intuitively
capture the correlations between each spatial positions of the
feature tensor x. The attention weights is once again linearly
projected to c/r dimension resulting in final attention maps
as

A(x) = a�W3x (5)

where � is hardmard product between two tensors and
W3 is learnable matrix. Finally, we use a simple 1 × 1
convolution transformation to restore the channel dimension
of the attention map A from c/r to c and define the second-
order self-attention module as:

x = x + A(x) (6)

The attended feature maps x at layer L is then fed into
the subsequent layer L + 1. In order to guide the attention
learning, we design a 4-layer evaluation network in ’squeeze
and excitation’ manner. It is composed of a global average
pooling layer and two linear projection layer. First, a squeeze
operation is performed on the attention maps A via global
average pooling operation to aggregate features across spatial
dimensions.

As =
1

hw

h∑
i

w∑
j

Ai,j,:c (7)

The excitation operation is formulated as

Ae = σ(W e
2 ×max(0,W e

1As)) (8)

where W e
1 ∈ Rc×c/r, W e

2 ∈ Rc/r×c are learnable matrix of
the evaluation network, k is the number of classes. Note that
excitation network with multi-step design doesn’t increase
model complexity, rather it reduces the number of parameters
from c2 to c2/r by making the network narrower in width
but longer in depth.

For attention maps belonging to the same person, we
want the corresponding regions across different images of
the person to be highlighted irrespective of the camera view,
body pose and background. To achieve this, we enforce the
attention network to be consistent in selecting salient features
of a person from different feature maps using an attention
loss as:

Latt = α

K∑
k

N∑
n

‖ Ake,a −Ane,p ‖22 (9)

The attention loss function aims to reduce the distance
between the attention maps of the same person to the smallest
possible value. α is the weighting factor for attention loss
set to 0.1, Ake,a is the attention maps of person a and Ane,p
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is the positive pair of the same person. In order to determine
the positive pair, we utilize the predicted probability of the
true class labels from identity classifier. Since, each mini-
batch contain N attention maps of a person a, we select
one attention maps as a positive pair that has the maximum
predicted probability of the true class label for the person
a i.e Ane,p := argmaxn p(y

n
a ), n = 1, . . . , N , where p(yna )

indicates the predicted probability of true class label for
image n. By constraining the attention maps of a person
to become as close as possible, the attention now focuses on
the features that are common in all image view and different
body pose of the person.

C. Tracklets Initialization and Association

The trajectory of a target k can be represented by a set of
detections denoted by T k = {bk1 , bk2 , . . . }. The bounding box
bkt of target k is defined by its coordinates (xt, yt, wt, ht),
where xt and yt is the center location, wt and ht being
the width and height of the bounding box respectively at
frame t. Denote Dt = {b1t , b2t , . . . , bNt } as set of N detections
at frame t which is provided by an off-line trained object
detector. Multi-object tracking aim to estimate T = {T k}Kk=1

for all targets by assigning bounding box bnt to Tk.
At t = 0, our tracker initializes the tracklets from the set of

N detections D0 = {b10, b20, . . . , bN0 } from the first frame. At
each subsequent frames, the association between a detection
bnt ∈ Dt and a target T k ∈ T is measured to determine how
well the detection is matched with the target as:

S(bnt , T
k) = Sa(bnt , T

K)Sm(bnt , T
K)

∀n ∈ N, ∀k ∈ K

where Sa and Sm is the appearance and motion affinity
between detections and targets respectively. The appearance
affinity is measured as an euclidean distance between the
learned CNN features from our appearance model while
the Intersection of Union(IoU) between the bounding box
detections and tracked targets is employed as the motion
affinity. Note that, in a sequence, each Dt or Tk can have less
elements than the actual trajectories or frames respectively.
At each frame, a pairwise cost matrix C ∈ RN×K is
computed using Hungarian algorithm [30] from S for re-
identification. Detection bnt for which the Sn,k > σsim
is added to the set of active tracks. Tracks that do not
have any matching detections for time longer than tinactive
is considered as inactive tracks. In order to account for
new targets or reappeared targets, a new trajectory for the
detection is initialized only if Intersection of Union (IoU)
with any of the active trajectory is less than some thresh-
old σiou. This ensure that the tracker will only consider
the detections of potentially new object and suppress the
overlapping detections at the same time.

D. Localizing the Lost Targets with Long-term Motion Pre-
diction

Identity switching, assigning targets with incorrect labels,
often occurs when the target detections are lost and reap-
peared after some interval. The problem is severe when
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Fig. 3: Visualization of the attention maps from the baseline model
and our self-guided attention learning. Each pair of columns, from
left to right, corresponds to a single person. For each image, from
top to bottom, we show the input image, baseline feature maps and
our attended feature maps. As we can see, the baseline focus on few
parts around body and legs, while our method give more attention
to fine-grained features like bags, hair, hands, clothes and legs.

the lost targets reappear in different location with new
camera view. In our previous work [31], we discovered that
motion prediction in long term can reduce identity switching
problem and improves target recovery performance. When
the targets are lost, we predict their trajectory for next tpred
frames using the prediction model [31] given their length of
trajectory is greater than the observation time tobsv . At each
subsequent frames, any new detections that are not associated
any active targets is matched with the predicted bounding
boxes of the lost targets using IoU. The targets is considered
recovered if the IOU between predicted bounding boxes and
unmatched detection is greater than threshold σiou.

E. Data Augmentation

The performance of a deep convolutional network is
affected by the number of training parameter and size of
training samples. As the network become larger, it is easy to
encounter over-fitting problem where the model prediction
is very well on training data as compared to testing data.
Explicit data augmentation technique such as random flip-
ping, horizontal shift and random cropping helps to overcome
over-fitting and improve the generalization ability of the
model in unseen data. During training, we apply horizontal
flip, random zoom, and random erasing [32] to the training
samples. In random erasing, a random size mask (< 40
percent of image area) filled with uniform values is applied
to fifty-percent of training images. Although random erasing
[32] stimulate partial occlusion, which often occur in person
re-identification, we note that this is not sufficient condition
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TABLE I: Comparison of our ReID model performance with
state-of-the-art methods on Market-1501 dataset.

Methods Backbone R-1 R-5 mAP
SVDNet [33] (2018 ICCV) ResNet-50 82.3 92.3 62.1
CamStyle [16] (2018 CVPR) ResNet-50 88.1 - 68.7
FD-GAN [34] (2018 NIPS) ResNet-50 90.5 - 77.7
PCB [17] (2018 ECCV) ResNet-50 93.8 97.5 81.6
SPReID [35] (2018 CVPR) ResNet-152 93.7 97.6 83.4
SGGNN[36] (2018 ECCV) ResNet-50 92.3 96.1 82.8
CAN [26] (2017 BMVC) VGG-16 60.3 - 35.9
IDEAL [27] (2017 BMVC) Inception-V3 86.7 - 67.5
HA-CNN [6](2018 CVPR) HA-CNN 91.2 - 75.7
AACN [5] (2018 CVPR) GoogleNet 88.69 - 82.96
MHN [7] (2019 ICCV) ResNet-50 95.1 98.1 85.0
BAT [28] (2019 ICCV) GoogleNet 95.1 98.2 87.4
Baseline ResNet-50 93.08 95.72 81.94
GSAN ResNet-50 95.23 97.46 85.42

to deal with occlusion and use it for the sake of fine tuning
our model parameter.

F. Implementation Details

The appearance model was trained using SGD optimizer
for 120 epochs with mini-batch consisting of randomly
selected 16 identities, each with 4 images. The input image
is resized to 256 × 128 and each color-channel is zero-
centered with the mean values of ImageNet dataset. During
evaluation, only resize and zero-centering of the input images
is performed. The margin and weighting coefficient for the
triplet loss is set to 0.3 and 0.0005 respectively. For tracking
algorithm, the values of tobsv , tpred, tinactive, σiou, σsim
were set to 8, 12, 10, 0.2 and 0.5 respectively.

The learning rate is the one and most critical parameter to
impact network convergence and subsequently model accu-
racy. A common approach to deal with network convergence
is to use a constant learning rate at beginning and gradually
decrease in regular intervals. An advantage of this method
is higher convergence rate and reduced number of training
epochs with comparable or even better results than that of
with constant learning rate. Based on our experiment, we set
a very small initial value ηmin at the beginning of the training
and gradually increase the value to ηmax for 5 epochs and
train for 30 epochs. For the remaining epochs, the learning
rate is decayed by factor of 0.1 every 30 epochs. The learning
rate η at each epoch is defined as:

ηT =


ηmin + (ηmax − ηmin)T5 if T ≤ 5

ηmax if 5 < T ≤ 30

ηmax × 0.1
T
30 if T > 30

(10)

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Datasets

We use MOT16 [37] and MOT17 [38] and Market-1501
[39] datasets for training and evaluation.

MOT16 includes trajectory sequences from popular
datasets like KITTI, PETS09, TUD-Darmstadt and ETH-
Crossing. It contain fourteen sequences (seven train, seven

test)of different environment and various scenario like mov-
ing camera, densely crowded busy crossing and so on.

MOT17 contains total of 42 sequences (21 for training and
21 for testing). It is extensions of MOT16 with three detector:
F-RCNN, SDP and and DPM detectors. The ground truth
annotations of MOT16 and MOT17 are released whereas
ground truth annotations of test sequences are not publicly
available and used by the benchmark automatically for
evaluation.

Market-1501 is considered as the largest person re-
identification dataset containing 32,643 annotated bounding
boxes of 1,501 identities collected from six cameras. The
training set consists of 751 identities with 12,936 bounding
images while the testing set consists of 750 identities in
19,732 images. During evaluation, a separate 3,368 images
of 750 identities are searched in the test set to identify the
correct identity. Our evaluation for this dataset is based on
the single query method.

B. Evaluation Metrics

The performance of the tracking algorithm is evaluated
with the widely adopted metric proposed by [38] including
multiple object tracking precision (MOTP), multiple object
tracking accuracy (MOTA) that combines Fasle Positives
(FP), False Negatives(FN) and ID switches (IDS). We also
report additional metric such as mostly tracked targets (MT),
mostly lost targets (ML) and speed (Hz).

We use two evaluation metric to measure the performance
of re-identification. The first metric is the Cumulated Match-
ing Characteristics (CMC), which record the true matching
within the top−n results. Since the evaluation is positive even
if there is one ground truth match in the gallery images for
a given query, CMC is accurate only when one ground truth
for each query exists and biased when multiple ground truth
exists. To overcome the shortcomings, the second metric
mean average precision (mAP) [39] is used. For each query,
an Precision-Recall curve is calculated first which is averaged
for all queries to compute mAP. As it consider both precision
and recall, mAP provide comprehensive evaluation of the re-
identification algorithm.

C. Re-Identification Results and Comparison with the State-
of-the-Art Methods

We evaluate our re-identification model on Market-1501
and adopt single-query evaluation mode. Table I shows the
Rank-1, Rank-5 and mAP values of the proposed approach
and existing state-of-the-art methods. The bottom group
summarizes the results of attention based re-identifications
models. We consider ResNet-50 trained with cross-entropy
and triplet loss as the baseline. It is clear from the comparison
table that the proposed method achieves a superior results
in terms of R − 1 accuracy. In case of mAP, the proposed
approach have competitive performance except for BAT
that uses GoogleNet[40] as backbone network. We observe
that adding second-order self attention from early stages
of ResNet-50 improves the performances by +4.24% on
mAP and 2.30% on Rank-1 accuracy from the baseline
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TABLE II: Comparison of our tracking results with other
state-of-the-art tracking methods on the test sets of MOT
benchmark.

Methods MOTA ↑ MT↑ ML↓ FP↓ FN↓ IDS↓

M
O

T
16

MHT DAM [13](2015 ICCV) 45.8 16.2 43.2 6,412 91,758 590
AMIR[15](2017 ICCV) 47.2 14.0 41.6 2,681 92,856 774
MOTDT[14](2018 ICME) 47.6 15.2 38.3 9,253 85,431 792
NOTA [41] (2019 ISL) 49.8 17.9 37.7 7,248 83,614 614
Tracktor++ [11](2019 ICCV) 54.4 19.0 36.9 3,280 79,149 682
Proposed 57.3 28.1 24.1 12,906 63,590 1,394

M
O

T
17

MHT DAM17 [13](2015 ICCV) 50.7 20.8 36.9 22,875 252,889 2,314
jCC [42] (2018 PAMI) 51.2 20.9 37.0 25,937 247,822 1,802
JBNOT[43] (2019 CVPR) 52.6 19.7 35.8 31,572 232,659 3,050
FAMNet [44](2019 ICCV) 48.7 19.1 33.4 14,138 253,616 3,072
Tracktor++ [11] (2019 ICCV) 53.5 19.5 36.6 12,201 248,047 2,072
Proposed 57.91 23.32 29.90 24,831 206,952 5,667

performances. This highlights importance of self-attention in
visual appearance models.

In order to validate the effectiveness of our self-attention
model, the attention maps from the last conv5 layer is
visually examined. Some illustration of the attention maps
is shown in Figure 3. We choose two images of the same
person with different pose and camera angle. As expected,
the attention helps to focus on the salient and fine-grained
features of the person despite variation in pose, viewpoint
and background. We can observe that, discriminative compo-
nents like bags, body parts, clothes etc. are highlighted in the
feature map. This demonstrates that the proposed method is
able to focus on unique features of the targets. Furthermore,
we also compare the attention maps with the baseline feature
maps. As we can see, the baseline features mostly focus
on three regions only; head, body and legs of the targets
irrespective of their salient attributes. This further verify that
the proposed attention learning method proves effective in
identifying salient regions and guiding appearance model to
learn target specific features.

D. Tracking Results and Comparison with the State-of-the-
Art Methods

The evaluation of the proposed tracking method is per-
formed on the test set of the MOT16 and MOT17 challenge
benchmarks. The overall comparison with state-of-the-art
methods is summarized in Table II. The tracking results
are obtained by replacing the re-identification model of
[11] by GSAN. As in[11], we didn’t not use any new
detections other than the publicly available detections from
the dataset and used their object detector only to compute
confidence scores and perform non-maximal suppression of
redundant detections. Moreover, the local features from the
re-identification model was directly used for tracking without
training on MOT benchmark. This allows us to verify the
generalizability of our appearance model.

The comparison table shows two major benefits of using
the proposed GSAN. First, significant improvement in track-
ing accuracy by +5.33% and 8.24% is achieved on MOT16
and MOT17 respectively. The performance gain in MOT17
is slightly higher than MOT16 since it is benefited SDP
and FRCNN sequences which is not available in MOT16.
Second, the ability to persistently track difficult targets and

recover lost targets is achieved as can be seen from improved
MT and ML. However, the number of FP is significantly
higher despite the performances gain. This can occur when
the threshold σth considered for matching detections and
correct identity is very low allowing less similar images to
be associated. Nevertheless, lowering threshold will also de-
crease FN - detections having low confidences is associated
to the correct targets.

TABLE III: Effect of GSAN on MOT16 tracking perfor-
mance (train set).

Models MOTA ↑ MT↑ ML↓ FP↓ FN↓ IDS↓
Baseline 60.97 183 93 4566 37177 1347

c3 61.13 187 90 4597 37106 1212
c4 61.06 183 94 4542 37182 1264
c5 61.04 183 94 4542 37207 1264

c3,c5 61.06 184 93 4564 37191 1295
c3,c4,c5 61.07 184 92 4534 37196 1319

Effect of the position of GSAN: Table III shows the effect
of GSAN when added to different stages of ResNet50. c3, c4
and c5 indicate the position of GSAN in ResNet50’s stage 3,
4 and 5 respectively. The attention network can be inserted
in multiple layers at the same time. Table III shows that:
(1) using GSAN at early stages i.e. c3, c4 proves to be
more beneficial than using at later stages i.e. c5. (2) The
performance of adding GSAN after c3 alone surpasses the
performance when it is added after c4 and/or c5. One possi-
ble explanations is that the features maps at the earlier stages
have richer information and spatial irregularities that can be
easily captured by GSAN. Moreover, GSAN, regardless of
the applied position, always improves tracking performance,
however it has significant impact when placed at earlier
stages. These findings are consistent with the observation in
[28] where the bilinear attention enhances the person retrieval
performance when placed at the early stages of GoogLeNet.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Multi-object tracking in crowded often face complex chal-
lenges like similar appearances of different identity, camera-
view changes, occlusions and background clutter. Given the
fact that similar looking person are not necessarily identical,
we propose a second-order attention network where discrimi-
native features from of a person is captured from context-rich
features at earlier stages. Moreover, the attention learning
methods are usually semi-supervised, we propose a novel
Guided Second-order Attention Network (GSAN) which aim
to achieve consistent feature learning despite of pose and
view variation. Experimental results and analysis shows that
proposed method achieve superior result on the challenging
MOT17 benchmark.
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